In this article, we first introduce and study a new family of the multi-index and multi-variable Gould-Hopper and Dattoli type polynomials {H (cm,c m−1 ,...,c3,c2) n (a1, a2, . . . , am)} defined by (2.1), which are an extension of different types of Hermite polynomials defined in section 1. We next consider multi-variable linear, bilinear and bilateral generating relations of the newly defined hypergeometric polynomials, using series iteration techniques. Further, we generalize these generating relations in the forms of multiple series identities involving bounded multiple sequences, Fox-Wright hypergeometric function and Srivastava-Daoust multi-variable hypergeometric function.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The Pochhammer symbol or generalized factorial function or shifted factorial is defined by Γ(α 1 + nA 1 ) Γ(α 2 + nA 2 ) · · · Γ(α p + nA p ) z n Γ(β 1 + nB 1 ) Γ(β 2 + nB 2 ) · · · Γ(β q + nB q ) n! where the coefficients A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , . . . , A p , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , . . . , B q are positive rational numbers and α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , . . . , α p , β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , . . . , β q are complex parameters. The equality holds only for suitably constrained values of |z| or appropriately bounded |z| i.e. δ = 0 and 0 < |z| < R ≡ A 1 
where for the sake of convenience
where the coefficients θ
. . , n} are zero and real constants (positive or negative) and (b n (x, y) for g m n (x, y) was given by Dattoli et al. [8] and it is defined by [8;16;25,p.76(6) ] in the form:
where n ∈ N 0 , m ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . . } and ∆(m; −n) abbreviates the array of m parameters given by
and [x] denotes the greatest integer function. It is being understood that the set ∆(0; λ) is empty.
When m = 2, y = −1 and replacing x by 2x in (1.2), these polynomials reduce to the classical Hermite polynomials given by
The Gould-Hopper polynomials are, infact, contained in certain general hypergeometric polynomials considered earlier by Brafman
where α j and β j are arbitrary complex parameters independent of n.
The equation (1.1) can be derived from the following generating relation [8,p.512(19) ]:
and reduces to Hermite polynomial of two variables [8,p.511(11) ]:
which can be derived from the generating relation of Dattoli et al. [8,pp.510-511(8,11) ]:
Dattoli et al. [14,p.403(25,26) ] defined the following generating relation
where
; ;
Dattoli, Torre and Lorenzutta[14,pp.402,403,405(14,24,34)] gave the following generating relations
In 1957, Brafman gave the following bilateral generating relation [24,p.306; 25,p.445-446 
Mehler's bilinear generating relation[3,p.166(4);18,p.198(2);25,p.83 (13)]
Brafman's bilateral generating relation [18,p.198 
Additional generating relations [18,p.197 (1);25,p.419 (13)] Since Pochhammer's symbol is associated with Gamma function and Gamma function is undefined for zero and negative integers, therefore numerator and denominator parameters are adjusted in such a way that each term is completely well defined and meaningful then without any loss of convergence, we have the following applications. Any values of parameters and variables leading to the result which do not make sense are tacitly excluded, then 
MULTI-INDEX, MULTI-VARIABLE GOULD-HOPPER AND DATTOLI TYPE POLYNOMIALS
v + a 2 v c2 + a 3 v c3 + · · · + a m v cm ) = ∞ n=0 H (cm,cm−1,...,c3,c2) n (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ) v n n! (2.2)∞ n=0 H (m) n+k (x, y) t n n! = exp(xt + yt m )× ×H (m,m−1,...,3,2) k x + myt m−1 , m 2 yt m−2 , m 3 yt m−3 , . . . , m m − 2 yt 2 , m m − 1 yt, y
GENERALIZATION OF SRIVASTAVA AND BRAFMAN LINEAR GENER-ATING RELATION (1.15)
Any values of parameters and variables leading to the result which do not make sense are tacitly excluded, then (1−a1t) 3 , . . . ,
; · · · ; ; 
BILINEAR AND BILATERAL GENERATING RELATIONS
Any values of parameters and variables leading to the result which do not make sense are tacitly excluded, then
Generalization of Brafman, Mehler, Srivastava-Lavoie relations (1.14), (1.16), (1.18)
1) It is to be noted that R.H.S. cannot be simplified further using series iteration technique.
Generalization of Brafman's bilateral relation (1.17) 
k is a non-negative integer; m ≥ 2.
Proof:
Using series iteration technique and applying the method of Rainville [18,p.196] , we can derive (6.1).
FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS
General theorem: Suppose {Ω(n 1 ; n 2 , n 3 , . . . , n m )}, ∀n i ∈ N 0 is a bounded multiple sequence of arbitrary real or complex numbers (which is independent of the complex variables z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z m and t); indices c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c m are arbitrary positive integers, then
provided that each of the series involved is absolutely convergent.
Proof:
Suppose left hand side of (7.1) is denoted by S, then
Now replacing n 1 by n 1 − c 2 n 2 − c 3 n 3 − · · · − c m n m , applying multiple series manipulation formula [25,p. 102(Lemma 4)] and properties of factorial function, after simplification we get the right hand side of (7.1).
By suitably specializing the bounded coefficients Ω(n 1 ; n 2 , n 3 , . . . , n m ), complex variables z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z m and arbitrary positive integers c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c m in above general theorem and in view of the series identity of Srivastava [19,p.4(12) ; see also 25,p.52(3)], we get the following multivariable hypergeometric generating relations (7.2)-(7.5).
Throughout this paper the figure occurring below or above the curly brackets at any place indicate the total number of similar quantities or pairs covered by it.
If the parameters
. . , c m ∈ N; the complex variable a 1 = 0, v = 0 and at least one of the remaining complex variables a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a m is non-zero; the coefficients β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β B , 
; · · · ; ;
. . , c m ∈ N; the complex variable a 1 = 0, v = 0 and at least one of the remaining complex variables a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a m is non-zero, then 
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